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Is the Worst Over, or Still Yet to Come?
JEFFREY HOFFMEYER, CFA, LEAD ANALYST, ASSET ALLOCATION

In the last few months investors were quickly reminded of the volatile nature of equities as these markets suffered steep 
declines. While there are several possible explanations — ranging from high valuations to geopolitical concerns —  
many are wondering if we were simply due for a correction or if this a sign of more to come. This week’s chart looks 
at the historical inter-year drawdowns for the S&P 500 to see how the recent pullback compares.  

Since 1983, the S&P 500 index has only had five calendar years with a negative return. Despite this, 28 out of the last 
35 years had an intra-year drawdown of more than 7% with the median max drawdown around 10%. Year to date, 
2018’s largest drawdown was 10.2%. While this is significant, especially in comparison to the remarkably calm 2017, 
this is not out of the ordinary. Additionally, even with this drop in the index, the total return for the year is nearly flat 
thanks to dividend yields.  

It is difficult to predict what happens next given the current volatility. Many geopolitical risks remain and though 
valuations have come down, they are still elevated in comparison to historic levels. However, this drawdown is similar 
in magnitude to many previous years and the historic average, suggesting that the worst may be over. Even with 
drawdowns of this size most years have delivered positive equity returns, meaning this could an opportunity to enter 
the market or invest additional funds.  

Source: Bloomberg

Comparing the recent pullback to historical inter-year drawdowns
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